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The asymptotic behavior of the spectral function of a self ad joint
elliptic operator has been studied extensively; cf. the discussion in
[l] and [7]. Recently Agmon and Kannai [2] and Hörmander [8]
have obtained error estimates for general operators. Most of this work
is concerned with interior estimates for operators with rather smooth
coefficients. Here we consider behavior up to the boundary, with
minimal assumptions on the coefficients. Details and proofs will
appear elsewhere.
Let Ct= ^aa(x)Da be an operator of order m = 2r defined on a
region Q in Rn. We assume that the boundary dQ is uniformly regular
of class m + 1 in the sense of [ô],Let Bj = ^2bj,p(x)Dfitj=li21
• • • frt
be an operator of order mj<m defined on an €-neighborhood of ÔQ.
Suppose 0<h^l. We assume
(1) Ct is uniformly strongly elliptic on Ö.
(2)h The coefficients a« are bounded and measurable on Q. For
\a\ =m and x, y in fi,
I a<*(y) ~ aa(x)\ g c\y — x\\
(3)h The coefficients ey,/j and their derivatives of order ^m — ntj
are bounded and continuous on Q. For |j3| =mj and | Y | ~m — mh
I Dybjt(i(y) - Dvbsjix)

\£c\y-x\K
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Let A be the operator in L2(Q) which is the restriction of Ct to the
subspace
D(A) = { « £ Wm'2($) | Bju - 0 on dû, j - 1, • • . , r}.
Leta(#, £) = ]Ci«i-m^a(^)fa, ê£i? n , and set a(x) = (27r)-n fa(z,i)<id%.
THEOREM. Suppose A is self adjoint and semibounded. Let A =J\dE\
be the spectral resolution. Then each E\ has a kernel e\(xf y) which is
continuous on the closure of BXÖ. Moreover

(1)

\ek(x,y)\

^oA n/m .

For #£fl, let ö(x) be the distance from x to dQ. Given e>0,
I e\(x, x) — a(x)Xn/m I
(2)

^Cl{\ntm-$im+* + \n*m exv(-c2\ll2mô(x)) + ô(x)~2»},
where 6 = h/(h+3).
For #£dQ, there is a constant ai(x) such that given e> 0,
(3)

| ex(x, x) - ai(#)Xn/m | ^ c3Xw/w-^w+#.

The constants Cj are independent of x, y.
One can give explicit conditions on the system (Ofc, B\} • • • , Br)
which are necessary and sufficient for A to be self ad joint and semibounded; cf. [3].
When Q is bounded A has a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions {uj} corresponding to eigenvalues {Xy}. Then
e\(%,y) = ]C u,{x)üj(y).
MX

In view of (1) and (2), integration of e\(x, x) over S2 gives an estimate for the eigenvalues.
COROLLARY. Suppose Q is bounded, let NQs) be the number of eigenvalues of A which are ^X. For any €>0,

(4)

N(X) = f I a(x)dx)\nlm + 0(\n'm~9'">+•)

as X—» 00.

For i = l w e have 0 = 1/4. The (interior) error estimate in [2], [8]
has 9 = 1/2; however the coefficients are assumed to be C* and essential use is made of this. In the C* case our global estimate (2) can
also be obtained with 0 = 1/2.
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An analogue of the Theorem holds without the Holder continuity
assumptions, b u t with the weaker error estimate o(\n,m). This gives a
correspondingly weaker version of (4), which can also be obtained
by a quite different method [4], [S].
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